The purpose of the Safe Ride Rules and Height Requirements is to assist all of our guests in finding the rides and attractions that best suit them. As there are many types of thrills at the carnival, there are many types of interests and abilities that our guests enjoy. Parents, you know your children best. Please evaluate the rides your children want to ride and be sure they understand and are able to follow the rules to enjoy the action of the ride. It is important for their safety that they obey the rules of the rides they have selected. Parents and/or supervising companions, if your children are afraid to ride a particular attraction, please wait until next year. Please select rides for them that are within their capabilities and have them observe the action of the ride before they board. Parents, if you are not riding with your child and the ride rules/guidelines call for a supervising companion for your child, be sure the person you select is capable of supervising your child at all times. They must explain the rules to your child and follow the ride rules themselves. This person must be at least 18 years of age and meet the height requirements of the ride. All riders, including supervising companions, are required to have tickets to ride. ADA guidelines are available upon request. Please do not ride our rides if you are impaired by alcohol, drugs or any other substance. Should you have any questions or comments please advise us and we will be happy to assist you. General provisions are health-related and ergonomic advisories relate to virtually every ride and attraction. Rather than itemize them individually for each ride they are set forth generally below:

- Observe the speed, height and motion of each ride or attraction. Do not participate unless you have the ability to ride safely.
- Food, Drinks or smoking are not allowed on the rides as well as sharp pointed objects. Secure all loose objects or items of clothing. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items.
- Please secure Cell Phones, Keys, Hats, Glasses and all loose items. You may be liable for loss or injury to any bystanders from flying objects you fail to secure. We are not responsible for lost or stolen articles. The use of Selfie Sticks is prohibited on all rides.
- You know the state of your health best. Be personally responsible by not participating in any activity that could harm your health including a heart condition or high blood pressure; neck, back or bone disorder; nerve disorder, seizure, dizziness or motion sickness; recent surgery, illness or restrictive medication; or any other ailment which amusement ride or attraction may aggravate.
- Pregnant women are advised not to participate on rides. We do not recommend any child under the age of two participate on any of our rides. Some additional rides may have additional age requirements.
- Observe and use all passenger and restraint devices.
including holding on. Please wait for operators to open and close lap bars or passenger restraints. If you physically cannot be comfortably restrained or hold on, advise the ride operator and disembark from the ride. Due to the design of some restraints certain body proportions may not be able to participate on those rides.

- Be cautious when entering and exiting rides and attractions. You may be light-headed or encounter a surface you don’t remember.
- Always ask for assistance if you ever need it. A Guest Services booth is available to serve you as our knowledgeable carnival employees.

**INDIVIDUAL SAFE RIDE RULES AND ATTRACTIONS REQUIREMENTS**

This brochure outlines the Safe Rider Requirements of each individual ride and attraction on the Talley Amusements midway. Categories are general. Each ride/attractions has specific qualifications and rules.

### 32” RIDER CATEGORY

**KIDDIE SWINGS:** Riders must be at least 32” tall to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Children only. 42” maximum.

### 36” RIDER CATEGORY

**BOATS:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Entry into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum height 48”.

**KIDDIE CAROUSEL:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright and hold on to the horses. Riders must step up and off uneven platform.

**CIRCUS TRAIN:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders must be able to step into train car. Children only. Maximum height is 48”.

**DANCING CLOWNS:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Rider must negotiate elevated steps.

**DRAGONS:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Entry into the elephant requires negotiating elevated seat. Maximum height is 54”.

**EL PASO TRAIN:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders must be able to step into train car. Children only. Maximum height is 48”.

**FARM TRACTORS:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Entry/exit into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum height 54”.

**GATORS:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone and entry into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum Height 54”.

**GROOVY BUS:** Riders must be at least 39” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders must be able to step up into bus. Children only.

**JEEPS & VETTES:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Entry into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum height 48”.

**MOTORCYCLES:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride and no taller than 54” maximum rider height. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Entry requires negotiating elevated steps.

**PT CRUISER:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Entry/exit into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum height is 54”.

**QUAD RUNNER:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must sit upright. Riders ride alone. Entry/exit into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps. Children only. Maximum height is 54”.

**RED BARON:** Riders must be at least 36” to ride. Riders must fit in a
small seat upright and step up into the ride vehicle and hold on.

**TEA CUPS:** Rider must be at least 36" to ride. Ride will spin while each teacup is self-propelled. Rider must negotiate a step into teacup.

**WIGGLE WURM:** Riders must be at least 36" to ride alone. Riders must ride with supervising companion if under 36".

**40” RIDER CATEGORY**

**GIANT SLIDE:** Riders must be at least 40” to ride alone. Riders between 32” and 40” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must climb stairs to the top of the slide. Riders must sit up and maintain a seated position while riding down the slide feet first. No head first sliding is allowed.

**42” RIDER CATEGORY**

**BEAR AFFAIR:** Riders must ride with supervising companion if under 42”. Riders 42” may ride alone. Riders must sit upright and hold on. Entry into the ride requires negotiating elevated steps.

**BIG KAHUNA:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must sit upright and hold onto the lap bar and be prepared for strong forces from all directions due to the motion of the ride. Riders must enter the car from the side, which may be on an uneven surface. Riders must extend feet to the floor of the car. Riders must have control of their extremities. Entry/exit requires negotiating elevated steps and ramps.

**CAROUSEL:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright. Riders must step up and off uneven platforms. Bench style seats may be available.

**CENTRAL PARK TRAIN:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 30” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright. Riders must be able to step up into train car.

**CENTURY FERRIS WHEEL:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must negotiate elevated steps and ramps at entry/exit. No single riders.

**CIRCUS CIRCUS:** Riders must be at least 42” to enter this funhouse attraction. Rider must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as spinning barrel, moving stairs and floor ways. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry and exit.

**FAST TRAX SLIDE:** Riders must be 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must climb a moderately steep ramp and stairs to the top of the slide. Riders must sit up and maintain a seated position while riding down the slide feet first. No head first sliding is allowed.

**FUN SLIDE:** Riders must be 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must climb a moderately steep ramp and stairs to the top of the slide. Riders must sit up and maintain a seated position while riding down the slide feet first. No head first sliding is allowed.

**HAUNTED MANSION:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must sit upright and hold on. Riders must ascend/descend stairs and a small ramp at entry/exit.

**HELIICOPTERS:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Entry/exit into Helicopter requires negotiating elevated step. Riders may control the up/down motion of helicopter as the ride spins.

**JUMPIN JUMBOS:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright. The elephants contain interactive controls that give each rider the ability to raise or lower each elephant as they wish Entry/exit into the elephant requires negotiating elevated elephants. Adults may ride.

**KIDDIE FUNHOUSE:** Riders must be at least 42” to enter this funhouse attraction. Rider must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as spinning barrel, moving stairs and floor ways. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry and exit.

**KITE FLYER:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must step up into the kite in a prone position and lay flat. Riders must withstand a spinning ride that turns at a high rate of speed. Each kite holds a
maximum of 275 lbs. It is not recommended that any child under three ride this ride.

**MAGIC MAZE (Glass House):** Riders must be at least 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as mirrors and mazes. Riders must enter by ascending a ramp or stairway.

**MATTERHORN:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must sit upright and hold onto the lap bar and be prepared for strong forces from all directions due to the motion of the ride. Riders must enter the car from the side, which may be on an uneven surface. Riders must extend feet to the floor of the car.

**METRO MAZE:** Participants must be at least 42” to ride. Riders 36” may ride with a supervising companion. Riders must walk alone and upright while encountering obstacles. Riders must ascend and descend stairs at entry and exit. Riders must be able to climb.

**MINI INDY:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Rider must be able to steer the car and push the foot pedal. Entry requires negotiating a ramp and elevated steps.

**MONKEY MAZE (Glass House):** Riders must be at least 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as mirrors and mazes. Riders must enter/exit by ascending and descending a ramp or stairway.

**MONSTER TRUCKS:** Riders must be 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion.

**ROCK-N-ROLL FUNHOUSE:** Riders must be at least 42” to enter this funhouse attraction. Rider must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as spinning barrel, moving stairs and walkways. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry and exit.

**QUADZILLA:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 32” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and hold on. Entry/exit require negotiating elevated steps and ramps.

**SEA RAY:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto lap bar during the ride. Riders must withstand strong forces from all directions. Riders must ascend/descend stairs/ramps at entry/exit.

**SIZZLER:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto lap bar during the ride. Riders must withstand strong front to back forces. Riders must ascend/descend stairs/ramps at entry/exit.

**WACKY WORM:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 42” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and hold on to lap bar. Entry/exit to ride requires negotiating elevated steps. This is a family coaster.

**ZERO GRAVITY:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride and must stand upright and alone during this spinning ride. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry/exit. Maximum height 77”.

**ZUMMER:** Riders must be at least 42” to ride. Riders must sit upright and have control of their extremities. Rider must ride alone. Riders must be able to withstand a spinning ride that turns at a high rate of speed.

**44” RIDER CATEGORY**

**CHOO CHOO EXPRESS:** Riders must be at least 44” to ride alone. Riders between 36” and 44” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and hold on to lap bar. Entry/exit to ride requires negotiating elevated step. This is a family attraction.

**47” RIDER CATEGORY**

**KING CIRCUS:** Riders must be at least 47” to enter this funhouse. Riders between 42” and 47” must ride with supervising companion. Rider must walk alone and upright on obstacles such as moving stairs and floor ways. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry and exit.
ASTROWHEEL: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and have control of their extremities. Riders must ascend/ descend stairs or ramps at entry/exit. No single riders.

BUMPER CARS: Riders must be at least 48” to drive a car and 42” to be a passenger. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by the shoulder harness, operate the foot pedals and the steering wheel. Riders must withstand jarring collisions. Riders must negotiate stairs and ramps upon entry/exit.

CLIFF HANGER: Riders must be at least 48” to ride alone. Riders must climb up onto the ride in a prone position and lay flat. Riders must be able to withstand a spinning ride that turns at a high rate of speed.

DOWNDRAFT: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto bar during the ride. Riders must be able to withstand side-to-side and up/down forces. Riders must ascend/descend entry/exit stairs.

DROGON: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must be able to fit into a small space. Riders must sit upright and hold on to restraints. Entry/Exit to ride requires negotiating elevated steps and/or ramps.

FLYING ELEPHANT: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders between 39” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. The elephants contain interactive controls that give each rider the ability to raise or lower each elephant as they wish. Entry/exit into tub requires negotiating elevated step.

GIANT FERRIS WHEEL: Riders must be at least 48” to ride alone or between 42” and 48” to ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and have control of their extremities. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry/exit. No single riders.

KAMIKAZE: Rider must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must be able to fit into a confined seat and fit within the over the shoulder restraint. Riders should hold onto the lap bar at all times. Riders must be able to withstand high g-forces along with being inverted. Riders must negotiate stairs upon entry/exit.

ORBITOR: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright and fit within the over the shoulder restraint. Riders must hold onto restraint. Riders must ascend/descend ramps/stairs upon entry and exit. Riders must be able to withstand high g-force motion.

ORIENT EXPRESS: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders between 36” and 48” can ride with a supervising companion. Riders must negotiate stairs at entry/exit.

ROCKSTAR: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto lap bar during the ride. Riders must be able to withstand side-to-side G-forces. Riders must ascend/descend entry/exit stairs.

SILVER STREAK: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must sit upright, hold on to lap bar and have control of their extremities. Entry/exit to ride requires negotiating elevated steps and ramps.

SKYLINER: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Rider must sit upright and have control of their extremities. Rider will be restrained by lap bar and must hold on. Rider will be over 90’ in the air and must withstand a spinning ride that turns at a high rate of speed.

SPIDER: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and hold onto lap bar while ride is in motion. Rider must be able to withstand spinning and sudden drops. Entry/exit into tub requires negotiating elevated step.

STARSHIP 2000: Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders must stand upright and alone throughout this spinning ride. Riders must be able to withstand spinning at a high rate of speed. Riders must ascend/descend entry/exit stairs.

STORM: Riders must be at least 48” to ride alone. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright and be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto lap bar during the ride. Riders must withstand strong front to back and side-to-side
forces. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry/exit.

**TILT-A-WHIRL:** Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Riders between 42” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright, be restrained by a lap bar and hold onto the lap bar during the ride. Riders must withstand strong front to back and side-to-side forces. Riders must ascend/descend stairs upon entry/exit.

**TORNADO:** Riders must be at least 48” to ride. Rider must sit upright. As the ride spins, rider seat is self-propelled. Riders between 44” and 48” must ride with a supervising companion.

**WAVE SWINGER:** Riders must be at least 48” to ride. This is a swing ride that attains a height of 60’ above ground. Riders must negotiate stairs for entry/exit.

**ZIPPER:** Riders must be at least 48” to ride. No single riders. Riders must be secured within the restraint system. Riders must hold on to the grab bars on the inside of the door with both hands when the ride is in motion. The rider must sit upright with hands and feet clear of the lap bar and door. The maximum capacity of each unit is two adults or children, with a maximum weight of 340 lbs. Riders must step up/transfer up approximately one foot into a very confined compartment and be prepared for strong forces from all directions including becoming inverted.

**52” RIDER CATEGORY**

**IRON DRAGON:** Riders must be at least 52” tall to ride. Riders between 48” and 52” must ride with supervising companion. Riders must sit upright. Riders must fit within the over the shoulder restraint. Riders must have full control of their arms and legs. Riders must ascend/descend stairs to enter/exit.

**MEGA DROP:** Riders must be at least 54” to ride. Riders will ascend to a height of 120’ and free fall back to the platform Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry/exit.

**SKY DIVER:** Riders must be at least 52” to ride. Riders must sit upright and hold on to lap bar. Tub spins and patron may be upside down at times. Entry to ride requires negotiating elevated steps or ramps.

**TOBOGGAN:** Riders must be at least 52” to ride. Riders must sit upright and have control of their extremities. Riders must be able to negotiate elevated steps and ramps at entry/exit.

**55” RIDER CATEGORY**

**CRAZY MOUSE COASTER:** Riders must be at least 55” to ride alone. Riders between 45” and 54” must ride with a supervising companion. Riders must sit upright with their back and head pressed against head rest and hold onto the lap bar at all times. Riders must ascend/descend stairs at entry/exit.

**SPACE ROLLER:** Riders must be at least 55” to ride. Riders must sit upright and alone. Riders must fit within the shoulder restraint. Riders must have full control of their arms and legs.

**CONCESSIONS**

**FOOD AND GAMES:** Most all concessions on the Talley Amusements midway have accessible counters for our guests with obvious limitations. Those that do not, our employees are trained to anticipate the needs of those who may require extra help. They will not hesitate to come out from behind the counter to serve you. If there is something specific you may need, please feel free to ask one of our concession attendants and they will do their very best to accommodate you.

**IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS PLEASE ADVISE US SO WE CAN ASSIST YOU!**
PLEASE TAKE TIME TO READ THESE RULES

• Follow all height/age restrictions and verbal instructions issued by ride operator. Read and explain all posted rules to your child(ren) prior to letting your child(ren) ride each ride. Emphasize the importance of following these rules.

• Keep all body parts (hands, arms, legs, long hair, etc.) inside ride at all times. If you have long hair, put it up (if possible wear a hat or use a band of some sort).

• Always use the safety equipment provided (seat belt, shoulder harness, lap bar, chain, etc.). If you believe the device is not properly positioned, please revisit the situation with your nearest ride operator.

• Hold onto handrails, when provided. They’re part of the safety equipment designed to keep you safely in place.

• Remain in the ride until it comes to a full and complete stop at the unloading point of the ride. If a ride stops temporarily, due to mechanical failure or other reason, stay seated and wait for the ride to start up again or for an operator to give you further instructions.

• Stop riding before you get excessively tired, to avoid injuries or illnesses.

• Never ride while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

• Drink plenty of water while visiting an amusement facility, especially on a hot day.

• Wear comfortable clothing and shoes when visiting an amusement facility.

• Take frequent breaks.

• Pay attention to walking surfaces (cracks, holes, elevations, missing grates, etc.) a broken ankle or bone will also hinder a day.

• If you are a person of extreme size (height or weight) you should pay close attention to all posted signs. If you have difficulty sitting in any seat properly then do not ride that ride and/or attraction.